
Focus Shift Shooting & Focus Stacking
(example: Nikon Z series cameras, LrC & Ps)

By Jim Lamb (Inspired by Steve Perry of Back Country Gallery)

On your marks:
• If you are a student of Mike Moats, set your aperture at f/22 to f/32 and fire away.
• If you are not into fighting diffraction (which is less of an issue these days), or you check 

depth of field and see the front or back of your subject isn’t sharp, continue.

Get ready:
• First, you have little choice, a sturdy tripod is required to lock down any movements 

(distant landscapes a possible exception).
• The subject should not be moving (much). If a plant is swaying, grab a Plamp™ which is a 

flexible plastic chain of tight cones that clamps on to your tripod leg (or a stake) and to a 
plant (get it? plant-clamp).

• Don’t spook a critter with a honking lens hood. A longer focal length gives them space.
• On a tripod, turn off VR/IS/OS (unless your camera is smart enough to figure that out).
• Plug-in or turn on your remote release. A shutter release delay may substitute.
• Shoot in the raw format to maximize your post-processing.
• Rotate your PASM wheel to “M.”
• Set your aperture to a smallish, optimum setting. DSLR lenses may be about two stops 

down from wide open. Nikon’s wide-mouth bayonet Z lenses are at, or near, wide open. To 
avoid an overdose of frames, go smaller, approaching visible diffraction settings, f/8 to f/11 
may be the best compromise. (Diffraction issues can be corrected in post.)

• Leave PHOTO SHOOTING MENU > Diffraction compensation > ON.
• Speed isn’t an issue, unless you have some movements or an impatient critter. If so, boost 

ISO conservatively to get maybe 1/125th second.
• You will be probably shooting in silent/electronic mode to avoid vibration (and critter panic). 

That setting will be coming. (No beep, exposure delay, flash, or flicker/noise reductions.)
• With autofocus on, move the focus point to the nearest point of your subject. Tune 

manually (with M/A set), with focus-peaking (CUSTOM SETTINGS > d10). You might back 
up a hair to insure your starting point is sharp. The extra frame(s) may be discarded. 

• Without in-camera focus-shifting feature, go with Manual focus (Focus Peaking). Practice.
• Nikon has a document on their in-camera system at their website .
• Punch the MENU button, navigate to the PHOTO SHOOTING MENU, near the bottom to 

Focus shift shooting. Press/swipe right. (Add this to your MY MENU.)
• No. of shots. Overdo this, as it hits infinity, it stops. You may discard extras. 

Experiment. With narrow apertures and narrow subjects, stay small at 20-30. 
Landscapes, far less. With wider apertures and wider subjects, go long at 50-100.

• Focus step width. The processor works this, so you may not need to adjust. High 
numbers (Wide) may leave unfocused gaps. Try about 4.

• Interval until next shot. Since you are using silent shutter and no flash, use 0”. If 
SILENT PHOTOGRAPHY is OFF, try 1 to 2”.

• First-frame exposure lock. ON to avoid exposure changes.
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• Peaking stack image. Your choice (Create). It is for playback to see a black and 
white contrast display of sharp areas.

• Silent photography. ON, unless using the mechanical shutter (and flash).
• Scroll down to Starting storage folder. For a folder for each sequence, choose New 

folder. You may Reset file numbering, also. OK.

Aim, fire:
• When you and your subject are ready, highlight Start, press OK/swipe right. Shooting 

starts in 3 seconds. To discontinue, either press the shutter release half-way, or OK.
• When complete and the green lamp is out, go to ◀Playback. If Peaking stack image was 

selected, press the 𝒊 button for Display peaking stack image. White areas are sharp. 
• Scroll through the frames to look for movement and your near and far subject frames are 

good. If there are focus gaps, reshoot with a lower Focus step width, or smaller aperture.
• Note: Most lenses have some focus-breathing, meaning as they refocus, the size/focal 

length of the frame changes, like cropping. Don’t worry, smart software can re-align the 
frames (but you may lose some edges, stay a little loose on your composition).

Later, at the computer: (Lightroom Classic to Photoshop example)
• (Without Lightroom Classic, use Ps File menu > Scripts > Load Files into Stack. Browse. √ 

Automatically Align Source Images, OK.  Continue with In Photoshop… below.)
• Focus stacking is generally performed using Adobe Photoshop (Ps)($10/mo.) or other 

image-processing software or dedicated stacking software such as Helicon Focus from 
Helicon Soft ($115 or $200) or Zerene Stacker from Zerene Systems ($89 to $289). Free 
trials are available. (I hear comments that Zerene Stacker is the best, barely. Helicon 
Focus is a little easier. Photoshop not as good, but you may already be paying for it.)

• Import the folders/files into your favorite photo browser, such as Lightroom Classic (LrC).
• At about 100%, look for the first frame that shows the front of your subject sharply focused.
• Select the keepers, either Photo menu > Edit in…, or right-click the most selected, then 

Edit in…,  >  Open As Layers in Photoshop.  Wait.
• In Photoshop, click the first layer, then Shift-click the last layer in the stack, to select all.
• Edit menu > Auto-Align Layers. Try Auto or another choice. Lens Corrections optional. OK.
• Edit menu > Auto-Blend Layers > Stack Images. √ Seamless Tones & Color. √ Content 

Aware Fill Transparent Areas. OK.
• (Opt) With all the layers, except the top/“merged”, selected, right-click any > Flatten Image.
• If the frame changed, either Crop, or hide the marching ants with Command/Ctrl+H.
• You may want to stop here to fix unwanted blurs. Select only the new top, blended layer, 

Create a New Layer ([+]) (Shift+Command/Ctrl+N). Grab the Clone Stamp Tool (S), 
Option/Alt click the source direction & distance, first. Repeat sources as you brush.

• When done with Ps, Save (Command/Ctrl+S) (wait for “Saving 100%”), Close (Command/
Ctrl+W), minimize Ps (Command/Ctrl+H), and you are back in LrC. LrC reads .PSD 
& .PSB files. TIFFs are always good.  -Edit will be added to the new filename in LrC. Use 
Save As… if not coming from LrC.

• Look for videos on focus stacking with Photoshop, Helicon Focus and Zerene Stacker. 
Then do a trial period. Now, get out there, and stay focused.
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